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Agenda

10m  Administrivia/Status
40m  Finalize any outstanding conversations on sip-lo-retransmission (Jon Peterson)
05m  Update/discussion on http-location-delivery (Mary Barnes)
40m  lis-discovery (Martin Thomson)
05m  civic-address-recommendations (Alex Mayrhofer)
05m  status check on loc-filters (Brian Rosen)
05m  status check on lo-sec/3963 update (Richard Barnes)
20m  discuss cross-area feedback on identifiers (Ted Hardie)
20m  3rd party access to location information (Jon Peterson)
Status

• -radius-lo : back in IESG Eval – see the tracker
• -pdif-lo-profile : in IETF LC
• -geopriv-policy : with chairs
• -3825 update : Marc Linsner will produce a draft
• -lbyr-requirements : will WGLC soon
• -l7-lcp-ps : AD evaluation feedback – update needed
W3C Liaison Statement

• W3C Geolocation WG is creating an API for web pages to access location information
• GEOPRIV chairs & RAI/APP ADs are developing a liaison statement on
  – Location representations (geo, civic)
  – Privacy rules
• For more information, or to provide input, contact Richard Barnes